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Dark Skye

2015-04-21

separated by their warring clans and a tragic night after falling in love as youths vrekener clan prince thronos and once formidable
sorceress lanthe find themselves torn between their lingering feelings and a chaotic family vendetta

Dark Skye

2014-08-06

though centuries have passed since thronos lord of skye hall lost the one woman meant for him nothing can cool his never ending need for
melanthe she was the girl he loved and lost as a boy the girl who nearly destroyed him lanthe a once powerful sorceress struggling to
reclaim her gifts searches for love and acceptance with all the wrong immortal men but she s never forgotten thronos the fallen angel
who protected her until she was ripped from the shelter of his arms with their families at war and the world burning around them will
they succumb to the brutal chaos that threatens everything they cherish or can the two rekindle their childhood love in time to save
both their worlds

Shadow's Seduction

2017-02-28

includes an 8 chapter bonus preview of wicked abyss in this scorching immortals after dark dacian novel 1 new york times bestselling
author kresley cole brings together a wicked vampire prince used to getting everything he desires and a demon warrior who always felt
like an outcast a night of debauchery prince mirceo daciano and his new friend caspion the tracker comb the streets of dacia drunkenly
seeking out pleasures of the flesh in what should have been a typical night they coax a bevy of nymphs to bed to impress their females
the demon and the vampire kiss on a dare changes them forever once they finally break away from their soul searing kiss they find
themselves alone and shaken had they imagined their explosive chemistry obstacles ranging from a death sentence to exile in a war torn
dimension threaten to destroy their lives and the vulnerable promise in that one kiss how long can they resist the fire that blazes
between them even if mirceo accepts caspion as his fated mate the seductive vampire still must convince the stubborn demon that their
bond is forever and any royal dacian union must receive the blessing of king lothaire an unpredictable and savage killer

Dark Needs at Night's Edge

2015-09-29

conrad wroth a half mad vampire imprisoned in a haunted manor to prevent him from harming others finds himself tormented by the ghost
of the once famous ballerina neomi laress and decides to set her free in order to take her as his own

Dark Desires After Dusk

2011-09-01

nothing will stop cadeon of the rage demons from finding the means to atone for the one wrong that haunts him but once he captures the
key to his redemption the halfling holly ashwin he finds that the woman he thought he could use for his own ends and then forget haunts
him as much as his past raised as a human holly ashwin never knew that some legends are real until she encounters a brutal demon who
inexplicably guards her like a treasure thrust into a sensual new world of myth and power with him as her protector she begins to
crave the cade s wicked touch yet just when he earns holly s trust will cade be forced to betray the only woman who can sate his
wildest needs and claim his heart

Sweet Ruin

2015-12

the next searing novel in kresley cole s bestselling immortals after dark series print run 75 000

Wicked Abyss

2017-04-25

this fairy tale doesn t end with a kiss in this spellbinding immortals after dark tale from 1 new york times bestselling author kresley
cole the terrifying king of hell as a boy abyssian sian infernas had his heart shattered by a treacherous fey beauty who died before he
could exact vengeance millennia later a curse has transformed him into a demonic monster just as she s been reincarnated sian captures
the delicate but bold female forcing her back to hell meets his match princess calliope lila barbot s people have hated and feared
abyssian and his alliance of monsters for aeons when the beastly demon imprisons her in his mystical castle vowing revenge for
betrayals she can t remember lila makes her own vow to bring down the wicked beast for good can two adversaries share one happily
ever after as calliope turns hell inside out the all powerful sian finds himself defenseless against his feelings for her in turn lila
reluctantly responds to the beast s cleverness and gruff vulnerability but when truths from a far distant past are revealed can their
tenuous bond withstand ages of deceit a curse and a looming supernatural war
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MacRieve

2013-07-02

in this pulse pounding immortals after dark tale 1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole delves into the darkest mysteries and
deepest passions of clan macrieve a beast in torment uilleam macrieve believed he d laid to rest the ghosts of his boyhood but when a
brutal torture revives those ancient agonies and destroys his lykae instinct the proud scot craves the oblivion of death until he finds
her a young human so full of spirit and courage that she pulls him back from the brink a beauty in chains seized for the auction block
chloe todd is forced to enter a terrifying new world of monsters and lore as a bound slave when offered up to creatures of the dark she
fears she won t last the night until she s claimed by him a wicked immortal with heartbreaking eyes whose touch sets her blood on fire a
full moon on the rise with enemies circling macrieve spirits chloe away to the isolated highland keep of his youth but once he takes her to
his bed his sensual mate becomes something more than human evoking his savage past and testing his sanity on the cusp of the full moon
can he conquer his worst nightmare to save chloe from himself

Pleasure of a Dark Prince

2010-02-16

1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole enraptures again with this seductive tale of a fierce werewolf prince who will stop at
nothing to protect the lovely archer he covets from afar a dangerous beauty lucia the huntress as mysterious as she is exquisite she
harbors secrets that threaten to destroy her and those she loves an uncontrollable need garreth macrieve prince of the lykae the
brutal highland warrior who burns to finally claim this maddeningly sensual creature as his own that lead to a pleasure so wicked
from the shadows garreth has long watched over lucia now the only way to keep the proud huntress safe from harm is to convince her
to accept him as her guardian to do this garreth will ruthlessly exploit lucia s greatest weakness her wanton desire for him

Dark Skye

2015-05-28

nonostante siano passati secoli da quando ha perso l unica donna che abbia mai desiderato thronos principe di skye hall sa che il tempo
non potr� mai lenire l eterno bisogno di lei il desiderio di ritrovarla diventa un ossessione capace di distrarlo pericolosamente dalle
vicende politiche del proprio clan i vrekener lei � lanthe una potente maga che ora sembra aver perso il controllo delle sue abilit�
nonostante tenti di negarlo soprattutto a s� stessa non ha mai dimenticato thronos l angelo caduto che l ha protetta fino alla
notte in cui la violenza ha preso il sopravvento da quel momento tutto � cambiato le rispettive famiglie si sono dichiarate un eterna
guerra e thronos e lanthe sono diventati nemici giurati ma sotto le braci del legame che li ha uniti in passato continua ad ardere la
passione una passione pi� forte dell odio che forse pu� scacciare anche i dubbi pi� cupi

Munro

2022-01-25

the next stand alone installment in the electrifying immortals after dark series by 1 new york times best selling author kresley cole
venture deeper into the lore fierce realm of the immortals if you dare tormented in unimaginable ways coming off torture at the hands of
his warlock captors munro macrieve never expected to find his mate or to lose her just as abruptly driven to desperation the ruthless
warrior uses his enemies own powers to reunite with her in the distant past stolen from her time when a crazed werewolf crashes her
wedding kereny ren codrina does what any cunning huntress would do she captures him yet she finds herself softening toward the
wounded beast until he turns the tables and forces her into an incomprehensible future can a human and an immortal unite in order to
survive as danger mounts munro will do anything to make her undying even sell his soul to an evil sorceress but first he must convince
his fiery mate that she belongs with him if seduction means her survival munro will use every weapon in his arsenal to possess her forever

Dreams of a Dark Warrior

2011-02-15

in this ninth installment in the wildly popular immortals after dark series from 1 new york times bestselling paranormal romance author
kresley cole a woman must conceal her identity from her one true love or risk losing him forever he vowed he d come for her murdered
before he could wed regin the radiant warlord aidan the fierce seeks his beloved through eternity reborn again and again into new
identities yet with no memory of his past lives she awaits his return when regin encounters declan chase a brutal celtic soldier she
recognizes her proud warlord reincarnated but declan takes her captive intending retribution against all immortals unaware that he
belongs to their world to sate a desire more powerful than death yet every reincarnation comes with a price for aidan is doomed to die
when he remembers his past to save herself from declan s torments will regin rekindle memories of the passion they once shared even if it
means once again losing the only man she could ever love

Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night

2015-09-29

grieving over the loss of his love werewolf bowen macrieve enjoys a passionate encounter with his enemy the witch mariketa the awaited
but when sinister forces threaten her life bowen must use all his skills to keep her alive
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Shadow's Claim

2012-11-27

1 new york times bestseller kresley cole follows the royal bloodline of dacia a mysterious vampire kingdom within the lore cole s
world of mythological creatures in this next installment of her award winning immortals after dark series shadow s claim features
prince trehan a ruthless master assassin who will do anything to possess bettina his beautiful sorceress mate even compete for her hand
in a blood sport tournament to the death trehan daciano known as the prince of shadows has spent his life serving his people striking in
the night quietly executing any threat to their realm the coldly disciplined swordsman has never desired anything for himself until he
beholds bettina the sheltered ward of two of the lore s most fearsome villains desperate to earn her guardians approval after a life
shattering mistake young bettina has no choice but to marry whichever suitor prevails even though she s lost her heart to another yet
one lethal competitor a mysterious cloaked swordsman invades her dreams tempting her with forbidden pleasure even if trehan can
survive the punishing contests to claim her as his wife the true battle for bettina s heart is yet to come and unleashing a millennium s
worth of savage need will either frighten his bride away or stoke bettina s own desires to a fever pitch

Three Weeks With Lady X

2014-03-25

having made a fortune thorn dautry the powerful bastard son of a duke decides that he needs a wife but to marry a lady thorn must
acquire a gleaming civilized fa�ade the specialty of lady xenobia india exquisite head strong and independent india vows to make thorn
marriageable in just three weeks but neither thorn nor india anticipate the forbidden passion that explodes between them thorn will stop
at nothing to make india his failure is not an option but there is only one thing that will make india his the one thing thorn can t afford
to lose his fierce and lawless heart

Kiss of a Demon King

2011-11-10

from new york timesbestselling author kresley cole comes this spellbinding story of a demon king trapped by an enchantress for her
wanton purposes and the scorching aftermath that follows when he turns the tables and claims her as his captive his obsession sabine
sorceress of illusions the evil beauty who surrenders her body but not her heart her downfall rydstrom woede the ruthless warrior
who vows to keep her at all costs they were never supposed to want each other this much with each smoldering encounter their shared
hunger only increases if they can defeat the sinister enemy that stands between them will sabine make the ultimate sacrifice for her demon
or will the proud king lay down his crown and arms to save his sorceress

Poison Princess

2013-07-09

in the aftermath of a cataclysmic event sixteen year old evie from a well to do louisiana family learns that her terrible visions are
actually prophecies and that there are others like herself embodiments of tarot cards destined to engage in an epic battle

Dark Skye

2014-08-05

separated by their warring clans and a tragic night after falling in love as youths vrekener clan prince thronos and once formidable
sorceress lanthe find themselves torn between their lingering feelings and a chaotic family vendetta by the best selling author of
macrieve

Archangel's Shadows

2014-11-06

return to the sensual and painfully beautiful guild hunter world with a new novel about sacrifice loyalty and the choices of love
that can shatter the heart in the wake of a brutal war the archangel raphael and his hunter consort elena are dealing with the
treacherously shifting tides of archangelic politics and the people of a battered but not broken city the last thing their city needs is
more death especially not a death that bears the eerie signature of an insane enemy archangel who cannot should not be walking the
streets this hunt must be undertaken with stealth and without alerting their people it must be handled by those who can become
shadows themselves ash is a gifted tracker and a woman cursed with the ability to sense the secrets of anyone she touches but there s
one man she knows all too well without a single instant of skin contact janvier the dangerously sexy cajun vampire who has
fascinated and infuriated her for years now as they track down a merciless killer their cat and mouse game of flirtation and
provocation has turned into a profound one of the heart and this time it is ash s secret dark and terrible that threatens to destroy
them both nalini singh the new york times bestselling alpha author of paranormal romance booklist returns to her stunning world as it
braces itself for destruction
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A Hunger Like No other

2011-03-17

after 150 years of hellish torture at the hands of the vampire horde lachlain king of the lykae werewolf clan escapes his captors he s
disoriented and full of hatred and yet he finds the mate he s been longing for for 1200 years in a small delicate vampire desperate to find
information on her parents emmaline troy a timid overprotected half vampire half valkyrie had travelled to paris away from the
protection of her valkyrie aunts for the first time in her young life she s only 70 but she manages to be kidnapped by a raging lykae who s
tender to her one minute though if he is reminded she s a vampire furious the next

No Rest for the Wicked

2015-09-29

in this next installment in the immortals after dark series usa today bestselling author kresley cole delivers a scorching tale about a
forbidding vampire who lives in the shadows and the beautiful assassin who hunts him there

Shadow's Kiss

2030-12-31

kresley cole knows what paranormal romance readers crave and superbly delivers on every page single titles on kiss of a demon king from
no 1 new york times bestselling authorkresley cole comes this highly anticipated romantic adventure that bridges the world of the
dacians to her fresh and enthralling rt book reviews immortals after dark series overprotected vampire princess kosmina mina daciano
part merciless swordswoman part bashful awkward damsel has never been allowed to venture from her antiquated and isolated home
realm of dacia but lothaire the half mad king overrules mina s older brother and uncles and dispatches her out into the mortal world
reasoning that she ll either broaden her horizons or die as nature intended if the shy mina can survive life outside of a sun protected
vampire kingdom where blood is always on tap will she be able to navigate a modern day relationship with a ruthless warrior hero for
fans of charlaine harris and nalini singh shadow s kiss is the sizzling new installment in the immortals after dark series readers love
kresley cole s immortals after dark books one of the best paranormal series available examiner com it is always a pure pleasure to dive
into an installment of cole s amazing immortals after dark series rt book reviews what s so amazing about this series is that it s the
perfect blend of humor action and romance paranormal librarian kresley cole hits another one out of the park anna s book blog
phenomenally awesome love vampires

A Shot in the Dark

2023-09-05

a passionate and powerful romance featuring a transgender man and an ex orthodox woman who find each other through their devotion
to art and fall in love despite all odds from bestselling author victoria lee a sensual love story about art and passion emotional and
heart aching ashley poston new york times bestselling author of the dead romantics elisheva cohen has just returned to new york after
almost a decade away the wounds of her past haven t fully healed but four years of sobriety and a scholarship to study photography
with art legend wyatt cole are signs of good things to come right they could be as long as ely resists self sabotage she s lucky
enough to hit it off with a handsome himbo her first night out in the city but the morning after their mind blowing hookup reality comes
knocking when wyatt cole walks into the classroom ely realizes the man she just spent the night with the man whose name she couldn t
hear over the loud club music is her teacher everyone in the art world is obsessed with wyatt cole he s immensely talented and his
notoriously reclusive personal life makes him even more compelling but behind closed doors wyatt s past is a painful memory after
coming out as transgender wyatt was dishonorably discharged from the military and disowned by his family since these traumatic
experiences wyatt has worked hard for his sobriety and his flourishing art career he can t risk it all for ely no matter how attracted
to her he is or how bad he feels about insisting she drop his class in exchange for a strictly professional mentorship wyatt can help with
her capstone photography project but he cannot under any circumstances fall in love with her in the process through the lens of her
camera ely must confront the reason she left new york in the first place the orthodox community that raised her then shunned her
because of her substance abuse along the way wyatt s walls begin to break down and each artist fights for what s right in front of
them a person who sees them for all that they are and a love that could mean more than they ever imagined possible

The Brothers Wroth

2012-10-23

an exclusive kresley cole ebook box set featuring her new york times bestselling immortals after dark titles includes warlord wants
forever no rest for the wicked dark needs at night s edge and untouchable

The Professional

2014-05-06

he makes the rules mafiya enforcer aleksandr the siberian sevastyan s loyalty to his boss is unwavering until he meets the boss s long
lost daughter a curvy tantalizing redhead who haunts his mind and heats his blood like no other ordered to protect her sevastyan will
do anything to possess her as well on his own wicked terms rules are made to be broken phd student natalie porter had barely recovered
from her first sight of the breathtakingly gorgeous sevastyan before the professional hit man whisks her away to russia thrusting her
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into a world of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures with every day she spends under his protection she falls deeper under his
masterful spell are you ready to play yet all is not as it seems to remove natalie from an enemy s reach sevastyan spirits her into hiding
from an opulent palace in russia to the decadent playgrounds of the mega wealthy in paris the two lovers will discover that even their
darkest and most forbidden fantasies can come true previously released as the professional parts 1 2 and 3 as ebook exclusives

A Forbidden Temptation

2021-06-06

the fourth book in new york times bestselling author donna grant s sexy shield series salute as one of the youngest men ever to have the
title of general in ancient rome s great army fame and fortune were my bedmates i was chosen by the fae for my mastery of any weapon
though the shields like to claim they are stronger because of my abilities i know i am only alive today because the fae found me before my
demons could put an end to my life adventure and danger have always ruled me and i thrive on the thrill of the hunt i am loyal to the
shields willing to give my life to follow hugh and the others to fulfill their oaths to save the world who would have known
following such great men would lead me to nicole she is everything i have ever wanted in a woman and more she is innocent and pure and
beautiful of face and spirit and she deserves better yet every time i think of her in the arms of another man i find that i cannot let her go
for better or worse nicole has bound herself to me i just pray the demons loosen their hold before the past catches up with me and
repeats itself valentinus romulus

Lothaire

2012-01-10

1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole continues her electrifying immortals after dark series with this thrilling tale revealing
secrets of the lore fierce realm of the immortals driven by his insatiable need for revenge lothaire the lore s most ruthless vampire plots
to seize the horde s crown by offering up the soul of his lovely new captive elizabeth peirce yet the young human soon tempts him beyond
reason ellie peirce s life was a living hell even before an evil immortal abducted her though he plans to sacrifice her the vampire seems to
ache for her touch showering her with sexual pleasure in a bid to save her soul she surrenders her body while vowing to protect her
heart in one month lothaire must choose between a millennia old blood vendetta and his irresistible prisoner will he succumb to the
miseries of his past or risk everything for a future with her

Succubus Blues

2010

being a succubus sounds pretty glamorous shape shifting killer wardrobe what s not to like but georgina kincaid s life gets complicated
when an unknown entity helpfully begins killing her immortal adversaries

Deep Kiss of Winter

2009-10-13

under the cover of wintry dark shadows passion s magic ignites a fire too hot to touch and too wicked to die deep kiss of winter two
never before published paranormal stories to delight the senses and tantalize the imagination 1 new york times bestselling author kresley
cole delivers a breathtaking tale of a brutal vampire soldier about to know love for the first time and a valkyrie aching to be touched
murdoch wroth will stop at nothing to claim daniela the ice maiden the delicate valkyrie who makes his heart beat for the first time in
three hundred years yet the exquisite danii is part ice fey and her freezing skin can t be touched by anyone but her own kind without
inflicting pain beyond measure soon desperate for closeness in an agony of frustration murdoch and danii will do anything to have each
other together can they find the key that will finally allow them to slake the overwhelming desire burning between them new york times
and usa today bestselling author gena showalter puts a daring spin on a tale of huntress and hunted and concocts a sensual chemistry
that is positively explosive aleaha love can be anyone literally with only skin to skin contact she can change her appearance assume
any identity her newest identity switch has made her an air alien investigation and removal agent and sends her on a mission to capture a
group of otherworldly warriors only she becomes the captured breean a golden skinned commander known for his iron will who is at
once dangerous and soul shatteringly seductive threatens her new life because for the first time aleaha only wants to be herself

The Master

2015-02-17

a need colder than siberian winter meets an attitude hotter than the florida sun in no 1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole s
sultry new game maker novel everyone fears the master rich irresistible politician mafiya boss maksimilian sevastyan prefers tall
obedient blondes to fulfill his complicated desires that is until the icy russian encounters a disobedient brunette whose exquisite little
body threatens his legendary restraint except her catarina mar�n was a well off young wife until her world fell apart now she s hiding
out forced to start working as an escort in miami her very first client is beyond gorgeous but when he tells her what he plans to do to
her cat almost walks out of the door if pleasure is a game play to win after their mind blowing encounter burns out of control the
lovers crave more if they escape the deadly threats surrounding them can maksim overcome his past to offer cat his future only then
will she tempt him with what he really wants her all tied up with a bow
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Ohio

2019-06-04

extraordinary beautifully precise an earnestly ambitious debut the new york times book review a wild angry and devastating masterpiece
of a book npr a descendent of the dickensian social novel by way of jonathan franzen epic fiction that lays bare contemporary culture
clashes showing us who we are and how we got here o the oprah magazine a book that has stayed with me ever since i put it down seth
meyers host of late night with seth meyers one sweltering night in 2013 four former high school classmates converge on their hometown
in northeastern ohio there s bill ashcraft a passionate drug abusing young activist whose flailing ambitions have taken him from
cambodia to zuccotti park to post bp new orleans and now back home with a mysterious package strapped to the undercarriage of his
truck stacey moore a doctoral candidate reluctantly confronting her family and the mother of her best friend and first love whose
disappearance spurs the mystery at the heart of the novel dan eaton a shy veteran of three tours in iraq home for a dinner date with the
high school sweetheart he s tried desperately to forget and the beautiful fragile tina ross whose rendezvous with the washed up
captain of the football team triggers the novel s shocking climax set over the course of a single evening ohio toggles between the
perspectives of these unforgettable characters as they unearth dark secrets revisit old regrets and uncover and compound bitter
betrayals before the evening is through these narratives converge masterfully to reveal a mystery so dark and shocking it will take
your breath away

The Warlord Wants Forever

2017-09-25

discover a dark and wicked new world in kresley cole s remastered tale the warlord wants forever the first scorching installment in her
1 new york times bestselling immortals after dark series the warlord nikolai wroth a ruthless vampire general will stop at nothing to
find his bride the one woman who can blood him making his heart beat and filling him with strength coldly interested only in the power his
bride will bring he can hardly believe when myst the coveted awakens him body and soul the seductress famed throughout the world as
the most beautiful valkyrie myst has devoted her life to protecting a magical jewel and to fighting the vampires wroth provides her with
the perfect opportunity to torment her sworn enemy for with his new heartbeat comes a consuming sexual desire that can only be slaked
by her denying him she flees struggling to forget his searing possessive kiss the hunt is on she eludes him for five years but he has finally
chased her to ground and stolen her enchanted jewel giving him absolute power over her now that she s his for the taking he intends to
make her experience first hand the agonizing unending lust she subjected him to for half a decade yet when nikolai realizes he wants far
more than vengeance from myst and frees her will she come back to him

The Lost Soul

2013-01-17

jane boyle has long since known that her mother in law is a witch but she d never imagined lynne doran was actually the embodiment of a
powerful ancient body snatching evil now that jane and her friends have uncovered lynne and 666 park avenue s dark truth they must
race against the clock to find a way to destroy the ancient witch before she finds her next unwilling host and as jane attempts to tap
into power stronger than her enemy s her estranged husband malcom arrives in time to join the fight but can she grow to trust him before
it s too late

The Player

2016-04-12

1 new york times bestselling author kresley cole brings readers the third book of the erotic game maker series a searing tale of a man
racked with dark desires and the beautiful young woman who could sate him at last a madman with a shadowed past in las vegas sin
city dmitri sevastyan finds her victoria valentine sexy vulnerable and in need of a protector obsession takes root deep inside him despite a
history tainted with violation and betrayal he will stop at nothing to possess her a grifter with nothing to lose descended from a long
line of con artists twenty four year old victoria a k a vice needs the score of a lifetime to keep her loved ones safe she sets her sights
on gorgeous and rich dmitri sevastyan even as the irresistible russian toys with her body and mind he tempts her heart love is the
ultimate wild card when vice and her associates maneuver dmitri into a hasty vegas wedding he refuses to protect himself with a prenup
trusting her with all that he has but can she trust him as secrets unfold the newlyweds share days of doubts and nights of the
wickedest pleasures yet once vice discovers her husband s past will she stay to fight for her marriage or cut her losses and run

If You Desire

2007-04-24

in this sexy historical romance the second of the dark heart series a highlander with a dark past returns to the place he fled long ago to
protect a woman he once loved from danger he tried to run in his youth hugh maccarrick foolishly fell in love with a beautiful english
lass who delighted in teasing him with her flirtatious ways yet he knew he could never marry her because he was shadowed by an
accursed family legacy to avoid temptation hugh left home ultimately becoming an assassin she tried to forget him jane weyland was
devastated when the highlander she believed would marry her abandoned her instead years later when hugh maccarrick is summoned to
protect her from her father s enemies her heartache has turned to fury but her desire for him has not waned will passion overwhelm them
in hiding jane torments hugh with seductive play he struggles to resist her because of deadly secrets that could endanger her further but
hugh is no longer a gentle young man and toying with the fever pitched desires of a hardened warrior will either get jane burned or enflame
a love that never died
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Circle of Shadows

2019-01-22

a thrilling new fantasy series full of magic and betrayal from evelyn skye new york times bestselling author of the crown s game series
sora can move as silently as a ghost and hurl throwing stars with lethal accuracy her gemina daemon can win any physical fight
blindfolded and with an arm tied around his back they are apprentice warriors of the society of taigas marked by the gods to be trained in
magic and the fighting arts to protect the kingdom of kichona as their graduation approaches sora and daemon look forward to proving
themselves worthy of belonging in the elite group but in a kingdom free of violence since the blood rift rebellion many years ago it s been
difficult to make their mark so when sora and daemon encounter a strange camp of mysterious soldiers while on a standard scouting
mission they decide the only thing to do to help their kingdom is to infiltrate the group taking this risk will change sora s life forever and
lead her on a mission of deception that may fool everyone she s ever loved love spies and adventure abound as sora and daemon unravel
a complex web of magic and secrets that might tear them and the entire kingdom apart forever

Playing Easy to Get

2006-02-07

new york times bestselling author sherrilyn kenyon and rising stars jaid black and kresley cole unlock the pleasures and perils of
embracing the boldest and most powerful of lovers 100 alpha males in three sensually erotic tales discover the physical rapture of his
muscular arms become a prisoner of passion swept away by an encounter with his primal side and get lost in the all consuming thrill of
white hot pursuit by a relentless stranger who may be your most dangerous foe the best lover you ve ever had or both let your
fantasies run wild with these unforgettable novellas where bigger is most definitely better and playing easy to get is the only way to
go

Cloak & Silence

2021-05-09

one of the fiercest soldiers the phrixians have ever produced maris sulle has been an outsider from the moment he was born different from
the rest of his family he grew up with a secret that cost him everything his birthright his family and his military career in all his life he s
only had one love and he has sacrificed his own happiness to see his best friend reunited with the woman he loves but now that his good
deed is done he feels lost and adrift even though they do their best to include him in their new family maris is once again on the outside
looking in ture has spent his life hiding from everyone around him his family the world you name it while trying desperately to fit in badly
hurt by everyone he s ever known he trusts no one except his own best friend and honestly he can t understand why he trusts her nor can
he believe her when she describes a loyalty between friends the likes of which he s never seen but when ture is in his darkest hour he s saved
by a hero he thought only existed in novels a man who is every bit as scarred and mistrusting as he is one who has no interest in being
dragged into another relationship with anyone having spent his life as a living study of doomed relationships maris is well aware of the
courtship and fiasco that invariably follows still there is something about ture he can t resist something that won t let him walk
away when he knows he should but when old enemies return to threaten them both they either have to stand together or die alone

The Star Tales of Mother Goose

2013-10-01

designed to awaken the imagination in relationship to the stars as a companion to the contemporary scientific approach to our celestial
environment the star tales of mother goose includes traditional mother goose nursery rhymes that the author and illustrator have
connected to the constellations of the night sky rich with original illustrations and their own additional whimsical rhymes the book
introduces basic astronomical concepts and the history of each rhyme as well as the history of mother goose herself here you will find
easy to use sky maps a key for finding the stars and how they are related to the corresponding mother goose rhymes the book is suitable
for children and designed for adults sixpence hey diddle diddle bo peep boy blue humpty dumpty and more are found here on the page
carousing beneath a sky full of stars from the preface there are few things more delightful than finding your way through the night sky
than by whimsy and rhyme and once upon a time

Endless Knight

in the second book of the arcana chronicles evie has now fully come into her powers as the tarot empress and jackson was there to see
it all in the aftermath of killing arthur the tarot alchemist evie realizes that a war is brewing between the other teens that following
the apocalypse have been given powers and its kill or be killed things get even more complicated when evie meets death the mysterious sexy
endless knight somehow the empress and death share a romantic history one that evie can t remember but death can t forget she is drawn
to the endless knight but is in love with jack determined to discover why she s been granted these powers evie struggles to accept her
place in a prophecy that will either save the world or completely destroy it
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